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ABSTRACT: A disposable urinal bag involves a mouth por 
tion of semirigid water disintegratable material, to which is at 
tached a limp sack of thin plastic. Slits in the mouth portion 
enable convenient sealing of the bag following use, until 
disposal thereof. 
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DISPOSABLE URINAL BAG 
Our invention relates to leakproof disposable bags in 

general and more particularly to one capable of use as a 
disposable urinal bag. 

Individuals con?ned to wheelchairs and who are incapable 
of leaving the chair to utilize bathroom facilities, must there 
fore seek the help of others in answering the calls of nature. 
The same applies to patients con?ned to bed and who are in 
capable of leaving the bed for such purposesv 
The present invention seeks to reduce this problem by 

providing a leakproof bag capable of being utilized as a 
disposable urinal bag which may be conveniently handled by 
the individual himself and which may be effectively sealed 
until disposed of by ?ushing it down the drain. 
Among the objects of our invention are: 
I. To provide a novel and improved bag employable as a 

disposable urinal bag and for other purposes where a disposa 
ble leakproof bag may be desired; 

2. To provide a novel and improved urinal bag capable of 
being safely flushed down a conventional toilet drain; 

37 To provide a novel and improved disposable urinal bag 
capable of being sealed following use, to prevent leakage of 
contents until the bag and its contents are disposed of; 

4. To provide a novel and improved disposable urinal bag 
which lends itself to being conveniently packaged for market 
mg; 

5. To provide a novel and improved disposable urinal bag 
adapted for use by persons of either sex; and 

6. To provide a novel and improved disposable urinal bag 
which permits of packaging the same in a variety of ways. 

Additional objects of our invention will be brought out in 
the following description of a preferred embodiment of the 
same, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings 
wherein, 

FIG. 1 is a three-dimensional view of a bag embodying the 
features of the present invention, designed for use as a 
disposable urinal bag, and depicting the same in its open con 
dition for use, 

FIG. 2 is a view depicting the bag in its collapsed condition 
just prior to being opened for use, 

FIG. 3 is a view in section taken in the plane 3-3 of FIG. I, 
and 

FIG. 4 is a view depicting the manner of sealing the bag to 
prepare for disposal after use. 

Referring to the drawings for details of our invention in its 
preferred form, the same involves a composite bag including a 
semirigid mouth portion I, preferably tapered, and to which is 
attached a limp sack 3. The mouth portion may be ribbed to 
enhance its stiffness 
The mouth portion, in its dry state, is of relatively stiff, 

water-softenable material, such as heavy paper or lightweight 
cardboard, to which is affixed the limp sack. 
The sack, for urinal purposes, must be of water-impermea 

ble material, such as plastic ?lm, of which thin polyethylene is 
an example, which will cause the sack to hang limp when emp 
ty, and enable the same to be folded, creased or rolled for 
packaging purposes, or twisted for sealing until disposed of, all 
as will be more fully described herein. 
To avoid possible softening of the material of the mouth 

portion from contact by liquid during use, the mouth portion 
may be coated or covered with plastic over its inner surface, 
leaving the outer surface exposable to contact with and ab 
sorption of water when the bag is ultimately disposed of. In 
lieu of a plastic coating, we can extend the sack sufficiently 
into the mouth portion to not only cover the entire inner sur' 
face thereof, but with sufficient overhang 7 to permit folding 
the overhang portion of the sack over the free edge of the 
mouth portion and securing the folded over portion by any 
suitable means such as gluing, stapling...etc. This manner of 
installing and securing the sack, not only completely protects 
the inner side of the mouth portion from possible contact with 
liquid, but provides secure anchorage of the sack against com 
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2 
ing loose and separating itself from the mouth portion under 
the weight of its liquid contents when put to use. 
To conveniently satisfy the requirements of both sexes, the 

mouth portion is deformed or collapsed into contiguous 
planes, forming two layers ll, 13, and with a front crease 1S 
and rear crease 17. The two contiguous layers are arcuately 
formed at their free edges, and by pressing simultaneously 
against the front and rear creases, the mouth portion may be 
opened for use, and by blowing into it, the sack itself may be 
expanded. 
A fold-out die-cut handle 19 formed with a complementary 

half handle 2] to either side of the front crease, in much the 
same manner as in a paper cup, will provide convenient means 
for holding the bag while in use. 
Upon completion of its use, it would be highly desirable to 

be able to seal the bag until disposal thereof may be effected. 
The present invention contemplates a very simple and effec 
tive manner of accomplishing this desirable result. 
Toward this end, the mouth portion of the bag is provided 

with oppositely disposed aligned slits 25, 27 whereby when the 
mouth portion is collapsed, the resulting contiguous layers and 
aligned slits may be made to function as a single layer with a 
single slit. These slits are preferably in the form of scored lines 
to permit tearing in anticipation of utilizing the slits. 

in utilizing this construction to seal the bag following its use, 
the mouth portion is collapsed and the bag is then twisted 
above the liquid level therein to seal off the bag at this point, 
following which, the mouth portion of the bag is turned down 
to snag the twisted portion of the sack in the aligned slits. To 
more effectively secure the turned mouth portion against ac 
cidental release thereafter, the slits are preferably at a sub 
stantial angle to the upper edge of the mouth portionv 

It will be apparent that once the bag is thus sealed, it can be 
stored and safely handled until ready for disposal. Upon 
disposal, the outer side of the mouth portion being exposed to 
contact with water, will sohen up and tend to disintegrate and 
leave the sack free to open and permit release of its contents 
and collapse, to thereby greatly facilitate ?ow of the bag 
residue through the drain system. 
The urinal bag described above may also be advantageously 

employed in the taking of urine samples for examination and 
testing. In such case, the sample may be identi?ed in writing 
on the outer surface of the mouth portion and the handle may 
be utilized as a means for suspending a sample as from a hook, 
until such time as the laboratory assistant may reach it for 
analysis. For purposes of identi?cation, appropriate instruc 
tions may be printed on such outer surface. 
While the bag has been described primarily from the view 

point of its application as a urinal bag, it obviously may have 
uses for other and nonrelated purpose, some of which may not 
call for a water-softenable material in the formation of the 
mouth portion. 
The bag as thus described may be economically fabricated 

and packaged for the market. 
When the mouth portion is tapered, the bags may be nested 

and dispensed individually from a wall mounted glass or 
plastic tube in much the same manner as paper cups. 
Or the bags may be individually packaged by folding the 

sack into the mouth portion prior to collapsing the mouth por 
tion and inserting the same into a plastic envelope. 
As an alternative to the latter, the mouth portion may be 

collapsed ?rst and the sack then wrapped about it prior to in 
serting the same in an envelope. 
From the foregoing description of our invention in its 

preferred form, it will become apparent that the same ful?lls 
all the objects attributed thereto, and while we have illustrated 
and described the same in its preferred form and in considera 
ble detail, the invention is subject to alteration and modi?ca 
tion from the preferred form illustrated and described without 
departing from the underlying principles involved, and we ac 
cordingly do not desire to be limited in our protection to the 
speci?c details so illustrated and described, except as may be 
necessitated by the appended claims. 
We claim: 
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1. A bag assembly comprising a mouth portion, a limp sack 
depending from said mouth portion and adapted to hold 
liquid, said sack being capable of being twisted in the region 
above prevailing liquid contents therein, to seal such contents 
against leakage via said mouth portion, and means included 
with said mouth portion and adapted to snag said sack above 
such liquid contents to enable carrying and storing said sack in 
a releasable sealed condition until ready to dispose of such 
contents, 

2. A disposable bag adapted for urinal purposes, compris 
ing, a semirigid mouth portion of a size to permit use by in 
dividuals of either sex, and deformable as to contour to meet 
body requirements of both sexes when in use as a urinal, and a 
limp sack depending from said mouth portion, said sack being 
of liquid impenneable material, said mouth portion having op 
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positely disposed edge slits and being collapsible into con 
tiguous planes with sad edge slits in alignment, to enable said 
collapsed mouth portion and aligned slits to function as a sin 
gle edge slit for use in closing said bag. 

3. A bag assembly comprising a mouth portion, a limp sack 
depending from said mouth portion and adapted to hold 
liquid, said sack being capable of being twisted in the region 
above prevailing liquid contents therein, to seal such contents 
against leakage via said mouth portion, and means for locking 
said sack in such twisted condition to maintain such sealed 
condition until ready to dispose of such contents, said locking 
means including a slit in an upper edge of said mouth portion, 
whereby, said mouth portion may be turned down to snag the 
twisted portion of said sack in said slit, 


